Computer history tours are a new way to educate people about our discipline and its history. We describe the introduction of such tours and their use in curriculum enrichment, outreach, and academic community-building. These tours give historical and social context to the development of topics in the curriculum, and demonstrate to students the universality of some of the principles they learn. The city of Melbourne, Australia, serves as an illustration, but computer history tours can be run in many cities of various sizes, and we give advice on how to do this.
INTRODUCTION
As a transformative discipline, information and communications technology (ICT) looks much more to the future than the past. But the field is now old enough that its past has much to teach about the evolution of technology and its relationship with society. ICT history shows the stages that led to its present, and gives clues about how it may yet develop.
Interest in the history of the field has increased markedly in recent years. It wasn't so long ago that most of the pioneers were still alive. As that first generation passes, the next generation becomes more conscious of the value of their heritage and the need to preserve it. Computer history collections have been developed in museums around the world (such as the Science Museum in London and Deutsches Museum in Munich), and whole museums devoted to computer history have been founded in several places. Physical computer history museums include: the Computer History Museum [7, 27, 40] in California; Heinz Nixdorf MuseumsForum [20, 33] in Paderborn, Germany; The National Museum of Computing (TNMoC) [36] in the UK, and its neighbour, Bletchley Park [4] ; the Nexon Computer Museum [31] in Jeju, Korea; and the Monash Museum of Computing History [28] in Melbourne, Australia. There are also virtual museums, such as the Virtual Museum of Computing [39] and the Information Processing Society of Japan (IPSJ) Computer Museum [22] . Through these endeavours, many important historical artefacts have been restored and displayed. Anniversaries of pioneers are celebrated, most notably with Alan Turing Year 2012 [8] . Conferences have been devoted to the field [9, 35] .
The study of the history of computing is included in some university IT programs either as a separate course or woven into the curriculum of various courses [30] . For example, Draper et al. [11] describe a curriculum in which the history of computing is presented to students using technology as a framework, whereas Papadimitriou [32] proposes using a historical context to add interest to technical subjects. Impagliazzo & Lee [21] and Zhang & Howland [41] provide many reasons for studying the history of computing but also highlight the lack of resources for teaching this topic.
In this article we introduce a new way of presenting ICT history: computer history tours. In such a tour, people visit a series of sites related to the history of computing. The tour provides a framework for education on individual topics, with specific reference to experiences in the tour location (in our case, Melbourne) providing a context for presenting the overall development of the field. The tours serve several purposes: raising the profile of our discipline and awareness of its history; communicating the historical context of changes in technology and the computer industry; supplementing undergraduate education by illustrating and reinforcing concepts; using historical computers to show undergraduate students the universality of some of the principles they learn; providing enrichment opportunities for students; and academic and professional community-building.
Other benefits include enhancing the international student experience, by providing a day of sightseeing that ties in with their education, and making contact with industry veterans who are able to provide new historical information.
Our tours attract a variety of participants including students, university staff, alumni, computer industry employees or veterans, computer hobbyists, and ordinary citizens looking for an unusual day out. We use a mix of walking and public transport. Among the places we visit are museums, sites (past and present) of notable companies and projects, and a cathedral. Artefacts studied include early calculators, an early commercial transistorbased computer, and the oldest surviving complete computer in the world. On the way, we see many historic buildings and enjoy breaks at cafés. Participants are encouraged to ask questions throughout the tour and this leads to many varied interesting technical and historical discussions. We conjecture that our tour is unique in that it is the first computer history tour anywhere that satisfies any one of the following: (a) takes place outside Silicon Valley; (b) is a free organised group tour; or (c) uses walking and public transport only. Our tour is not an event-or person-specific activity but rather makes an attempt to show the evolution of computing in different fields including academic, commercial and technical innovations. The tour covers many locations and differs from tours of one specific site such as a museum. The tour has evolved in response to our experiences and feedback from participants.
We also conjecture that computer history tours of this type could be run in many other places, and give advice on how to do this, with some potential examples.
HISTORY OF THE TOUR
The initial inspiration for our tours was a Mathematics Tour of Melbourne devised by Jill Vincent [38] , which focuses on geometry in architecture and is aimed at secondary school mathematics students. Our tour differs in its subject matter and historical focus.
Our first Computer History Tour took place on 16 August 2008. It had 21 participants and took 6½ hours. Since then, we have conducted an average of just over two tours each year, making eighteen to date. The tour takes most of a day and covers many sites with connections to the earliest days of computing [12] . Each typically involves a group of 20-30 people travelling through inner Melbourne by a mix of walking and tram travel, stopping at about eight sites, sometimes for five minutes, sometimes for an hour. The tour is bookended by two museums: the Monash Museum of Computing History [28] , and Melbourne Museum, the home of CSIRAC [25, 29] , the oldest surviving complete computer in the world. (Melbourne Museum is part of Museum Victoria.) The tour on 1 December 2012 was part of the Alan Turing Year programme of events and dedicated to Turing's memory.
Within our university, the tour is promoted by our usual electronic channels to students and staff. Externally, in Melbourne, the tour has become known by media coverage, some public presentations, and word-of-mouth. In May 2009, just before our third and fourth tours, we were contacted by The Age newspaper in Melbourne. The resulting article [14] generated great public interest and a long waiting list of people for future tours. Other media coverage [6, 13, 37] has added to the profile of the tours.
DESCRIPTION OF TOUR
Our tour begins at the Monash Museum of Computing History and ends at sites related to CSIRAC. Our website contains a guide to the tour schedule and background notes on the sites and points of discussion. The group is led by a team from the Faculty of IT, Monash University. Members of the team have specialist knowledge and they provide short commentaries as well as answer questions.
We follow a fixed route until reaching the south side of central Melbourne. The route through central Melbourne varies, as there is a number of sites scattered around this area and there is insufficient time to visit them all. After leaving the north side of central Melbourne, we finish the tour with sites connected with CSIRAC.
Here we review the "bookends" in more detail and browse some of the sites between them.
Beginning of Tour : Monash Museum of Computer History
The Monash Museum of Computing History (MMoCH) (Figure 1 , 2) was established in the Faculty of Information Technology at the university's Caulfield campus in 2001. Its aims are "to provide a visual display of computing history as well as establish a reference collection demonstrating the use of computing technology at the university" [28] .
The Museum is located in a foyer, outside a set of lecture theatres and classrooms, so its displays are frequently viewed by passing students. The display is divided into sections with an introduction to calculators (Figure 1 ), early computers and personal computers and a biographical component on key figures in Monash University's computing history. The central section of the display (Figure 2 ) presents the evolution of computer technology against a photographic backdrop illustrating the concurrent evolution of society. The Museum is a teaching resource and a focal point for the history of computing. We run a programme of public outreach including several visits each year by groups of school students. The Museum area is open to the public when the university is open and is free of charge.
The major item in the collection is Monash University's first computer, a Ferranti Sirius (1962), which was an early commercial transistor-based computer (Figure 3 ). The history of this machine is described by Ainsworth [2]. The display includes a short film which was produced in 1963 to explain the workings of a computer to office staff.
The tour starts in this Museum, though we usually gather at a nearby café first, which gets the day off to a good start socially. We explain the purpose and layout of the museum, and tell people about the Ferranti Sirius. 
Middle of tour
We then take a half-hour tram journey, which travels along two streets which were home to many computer companies in the early days of the industry. (We call this stretch the 'Silicon Mile', by analogy with the Golden Mile, a term used informally elsewhere in Melbourne.) We stop at an architecturally significant building, called 'Stanhill', which was the home of the Melbourne Computer Centre (Figure 4 ). This was a commercial computer bureau run by the British firm, Ferranti Ltd. It provides an opportunity to discuss the nature of the computer industry, and the way computers were used in business, during the 1960s .
We then pass Monterey Apartments, where code-breaking was done during the Second World War, and continue up Silicon Mile to Melbourne Observatory ( Figure 6 ).
This observatory was established in 1863 ( Figure 5 ) from the relocation and merger of Williamstown Observatory (est. 1853) and Flagstaff Observatory (est. 1858). It has been part of the Royal Botanic Gardens since 1997. There, we have lunch in a café, and take people to a particular window of the original observatory building so that they can see Melbourne's first Computer Room, which dates back to 1863. This was the workplace for the observatory's human computers, who were all unmarried women. This leads into a discussion of the evolution of the meaning of "computer", the naming conventions of computers (in particular, names ending in -AC, for Automatic Computer, or Mark I), changes in the opportunities for women in employment, and the importance of computation in astronomy then and now.
After lunch, we pass Victoria Barracks, an Australian military installation, which used to house a Cray supercomputer used in cryptanalysis in the 1980s. We then visit St Paul's Cathedral, where we inspect a list of former Deans that contains the name of a great-great-grandson of Charles Babbage (Figure 7 ). Here we take the opportunity to talk about Babbage's work and the origin of the concept of a computer.
Our routes through central Melbourne have varied. We may, for example, visit a plaque recording the first telegraph station in the (1854), and Lonsdale Exchange where we can talk about the history of email and some network concepts such as packet switching and circuit switching. We may visit the State Library of Victoria (Figure 8 ), which introduced some innovative ways of using computers to improve information access, including one of Australia's first internet service providers, Vicnet [19] . We may visit some former sites of the Bureau of Meteorology, where computers were introduced in the 1960s to handle their own "big data" deluge and from the 1990s contributed to the work of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [5] .
End of tour: CSIRAC
CSIRAC was Australia's first computer, and is commonly agreed to have been the world's fourth (if we insist that the term "computer" requires stored-program architecture) [25, 29] . It is the only complete surviving first-generation computer in the world, although it is no longer in working order. CSIRAC is also significant for the world's first computer music (1951). It is on permanent display at Melbourne Museum ( Figure 9 ). CSIRO decided to devote more resources to rainmaking (unsuccessful) than computing (revolutionary) in the 1950s. CSIR Mark I was closed down and moved to the University of Melbourne in 1955. It was re-named CSIRAC (thereby switching between the two main computer-naming conventions of the day) and started work again in 1956. Among other achievements, it was used for Australia's first computer-based weather forecast in 1956. It remained at the University of Melbourne, operating very productively (with about 10% downtime), until it was retired in 1964. Fortunately, its custodians had the foresight, unusual at the time, to preserve it and placed the computer into the care of Museum Victoria.
In studying CSIRAC, we point out the various parts of the CPU, including the Arithmetic-Logic Unit, memory (mercury delay lines, and a later magnetic drum), and peripherals including paper tape devices, circular cathode ray displays (to show contents of memory registers), control switches, and a subroutine library (a collection of paper tape rolls in a box of pigeonholes). We outline how it worked, taking the opportunity to mention load-store architecture and the fetch-execute cycle. Students can see how fundamental and universal some of the principles they learn are, since they were present in these earliest computers.
During this last stage of the tour, we also visit the University of Melbourne to see the building that housed CSIRAC, from 1956 to 1964. The substantial gap between ground level, where we stand, and floor level above, indicates the large under-floor space which was an important source of cool air for temperature control.
While at the University of Melbourne, we pause outside the Richard Berry building, which housed Australia's first internet connection. This began operation on 23 June 1989. We discuss the differences between network layers (with the physical link to the US being from Sydney but the TCP/IP link from Melbourne). We note how internet speeds have changed: initially, the entire country was connected to the US by a 56kbps link, while today, most individuals would find that speed inadequate.
HOW TO CREATE A COMPUTER HISTORY TOUR
Melbourne is fortunate to have a number of important links to the early days of ICT. But, in fact, a tour like ours could be run in many other places around the world. To design a tour we recommend the following steps. a) Investigate local museums. They may have displays of old computer and communications equipment. b) Look for displays of old equipment at universities. It is not uncommon for Computer Science or Electrical Engineering departments to have such displays. c) Every city had a first computer, at some stage. In some cases, this may be well known. In other cases, it may be identified with the help of computer industry veterans or the staff of large computer-using organisations such as universities, research laboratories, financial institutions, industrial plants, and of course computer companies. d) Find out about historic astronomical and meteorological observatories in your area. These often employed human computers [18] and some had a computer room. e) Find out about the introduction of telecommunications in your area, from local telecommunications companies or historical websites [15] and books [34] . Sites of early telegraph offices give an opportunity to draw historical parallels with the development and impact of the internet. Sites of old semaphore ("optical telegraph") stations [23] can serve a similar purpose, although fewer survive. f) Kahn's book [24] , and the journal Cryptologia, can help identify cryptographic sites. g) Investigate major libraries in the area. Some of these may have been pioneers in new methods of information access for their community. Academic staff in librarianship and information management may have good suggestions. h) Search the timeline at the Computer History Museum [7] .
Another useful website is Digibarn [10] . In each of these cases, the lists we give are by no means comprehensive, and could doubtless be extended and improved by people with more local knowledge.
Smaller cities can support such tours as well. The city of Geelong is 75km south-west of Melbourne, and has a population of about 180,000. Historically, it has been a centre for the wool industry and manufacturing. At first glance, one might not expect to find much ICT history there. But it has four important sites: an automatic punched-card weaving loom from 1910, still working, at the National Wool Museum; the Geelong Telegraph Station (1857), surmounted by a timeball; the first automatic telephone exchange in the southern hemisphere (1912); and the site of the first telephone call in Australia (1877). We ran group tours of the first three of these sites in May 2014 and April 2015.
Any list of sites needs to be considered for feasibility, to determine if there is a safe route enabling them to be visited in a reasonable time, and in some cases to determine arrangements for group access.
We have found that a tour group size in the low 20s works well. We are able to meet all participants over the course of the day, and make reasonable progress through the day. Our tour takes a full day and requires careful planning, allowing realistic times for transitions and moving around. Well-timed breaks are important. Some participants do not stay for the whole day. Seasonal weather is a factor in scheduling -in Melbourne, we avoid the hotter summer months. Our website [12] is designed to be usable for self-guided tours as well.
CONCLUSIONS AND INVITATION
We have described a new approach to interpretative heritage for ICT by combining the built environment with physical exhibits in formal museum displays in a guided tour to present the technological and cultural evolution of the field.
The development of the computer history tours of Melbourne has been a rewarding activity on many different levels, and has had a number of different outcomes. It has illustrated and reinforced technical concepts from the undergraduate curriculum, and demonstrated how fundamental and universal some of them are. It has raised awareness of the historical and social aspects of ICT, and given context for the technical concepts. It has given staff, students and alumni some extra value from their connection with the university. The program has stimulated research into topics for the tour as well as brought to light more sites of interest.
The tour has enabled us to meet many computer industry veterans with valuable recollections. It would be good to collect the memories and stories we come across in a more systematic way. We encourage participants to record their experiences and send the details, however there is scope for using technology to facilitate the systematic collection of this material.
While we have established a structured format for the tour, it is always evolving and more sites are being included as options. Future work on our tour could include a virtual online tour of some kind, or an app for a self-guided tour.
Although Melbourne is fortunate in its rich connections with the early days of computing, many other cities could support computer history tours too. We invite you to organise your own computer history tour and share your experiences.
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